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Echo words



ECHO WORDS

Echo words (also known as double or rhyming words) are new words that are formed by repeating a 
word or a section of a word (for example, bye-bye or bonbon), by adding a consonant (for example, airy-
fairy) or by slightly changing a vowel (for example pitter-patter).

Here is a list of echo words that you might read or hear or even want to use yourself!

Repeating echo words

aye-aye an expression used by seamen meaning ‘yes’
bang-bang the sound of a gun
beri beri a disease caused by a deficiency of vitamin B
bling-bling flashy, glitzy; flashy jewellery
bonbon a sweet
booboo a stupid mistake
bye-bye goodbye
cancan a fast dance
cha-cha or 
cha-cha-cha a South American dance
chin chin a drinking toast
choo-choo baby talk for a train
chow chow a breed of medium-sized dogs
coco a palm tree
couscous a North African dish made of crushed and steamed semolina
dada an informal term for ‘father’
dindin baby talk for ‘dinner’
dodo a large extinct bird that could not fly; a stupid person
dumdum a soft-nosed bullet that expands on impact and causes large and serious 

wounds
gaga silly, crazy; confused; completely infatuated
gee-gee a child’s word for ‘horse’
go-go a style of dancing to pop music
goody-goody affectedly sweet or good; a person who behaves well to please people in 

authority
goo-goo amorous or loving
haha an imitation of the sound of laughter; an instance of amusement
ho ho an imitation of the sound of laughter and also used to show surpris
housey housey an informal name for bingo
hush-hush secret; confidential
knock knock imitation of the sound of knocking
mama mother
murmur a quiet low sound; a mutter
Nana a child’s word for ‘grandmother’ or ‘nanny’
never-never an informal word for ‘hire purchase’
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never-never land an imaginary land
night night an informal way to say ‘goodnight’
no-no something unacceptable or impermissible; a faux pas
papa father
pawpaw papaya
pompom a small woollen ball; a ball of fluffy material; a small button-like flower
pooh-pooh to express contempt about
rah rah ardently enthusiastic
so-so neither good nor bad; average
ta-ta an informal goodbye
tartar a hard yellowish substance that forms on teeth
tom-tom a long narrow drum
tsetse an African fly whose bite is poisonous
tum tum baby talk for ‘stomach’; a dish made in the West Indes
tutu a short skirt worn by ballerinas
tut-tut to express annoyance or impatience; an exclamation of disapproval or 

surprise
yoyo a toy
yum-yum an exclamation used to show that you think something tastes good
win-win an arrangement in which all parties benefit

Rhyming echo words

airy-fairy insubstantial or impractical; unrealistic
argy-bargy a verbal dispute
arty-farty affectedly artistic
backpack a rucksack
bigwig a very important person
boohoo to cry or sob
boogie-woogie a style of piano jazz using blues harmonies
bow-wow a child’s word for ‘dog’, an imitation of the bark of a dog
chick flick a film that particularly appeals to women
chock-a-block squeezed together; completely filled
easy-peasy very easy
flower power a counterculture of young people in the US during the 60s and 70s
freebie/freebee an article or service that is free
fuddy-duddy an old-fashioned, fussy person
hanky-panky mischievous behaviour; casual sexual relations
heebie-jeebies a feeling of uneasiness or nervousness
helter-skelter hurried or disorganised
hi-fi high-quality sound-producing equipment
higgledy-piggledy in a muddle; in utter confusion, topsy-turvy
hocus-pocus a trick performed by a magician; contrived nonsense
hodgepodge a jumble; a mixture of dissimilar ingredients
hoity-toity arrogant or haughty
hurly-burly great noise and activity; commotion
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hurry-scurry to move with undue hurry and confusion
itsy-bitsy very small
jet set rich and fashionable people who travel widely for pleasure
lovey-dovey making a sentimental or showy display of affection
mumbo-jumbo meaningless language; nonsense
namby-pamby insipid, sentimental, weak
night-light a small, dim light left on at night
nitty-gritty the basic facts of a matter
no-go not functioning properly or in suitable condition for proceeding
okey-dokey OK
payday the day on which employees receive their money
pie-eyed drunk
plain Jane basic or simple; a plain-looking person
powwow a talk or meeting
prime time the time between 7 and 11 p.m. when the largest TV audience is available
razzle-dazzle excitement; noisy or showy fuss or activity
sci-fi science fiction
snail mail the conventional post – as opposed to e-mail
superduper marvellous, great
willy-nilly without order or plan; haphazard
voodoo a religion practised in Caribbean countries; a charm, spell or curse

Vowel change echo words

chit-chat light, informal conversation
clip clop the sound of horse’s hooves
criss-cross a pattern of lines which cross each other
dilly-dally to dawdle or to waste time; to postpone what one should be doing
ding-dong the sound of a bell; to ring
flim-flam to deceive or trick somebody
flip-flop a simple rubber sandal; a backward somersault; a decision to reverse an 

earlier decision
hee-haw the sound of a donkey
hip-hop rap music; an urban youth culture
knick-knack a small ornament or trinket
mishmash a hodgepodge; a confused mixture
ping-pong a game similar to table tennis
pitter-patter a series of rapid tapping sounds
riff-raff a rabble; a mob; persons of the lowest class of a community
seesaw a piece of wood balanced in the middle so that two people seated on each 

end can ride up and down
shilly-shally to procrastinate; to hesitate
ticktock the ticking sound made by a clock
tiptop of the highest quality or condition; superb, excellent
tittle-tattle trivial talk; petty gossip
zigzag a line or course which has sharp turns in alternating directions
wishy-washy thin and watery; weak in willpower, courage or vitality
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